
Cable Strippers
Durable plastic bodies with hardened and ground sharpened steel blades with precise depth of cut adjustment. Spring loaded safety 
cover, covers the blade when not in use. For standard and solid conductors. Hardened steel blades.
CS16
For stripping of all common round cables of 4 - 16mm. Wire stripper adjusts automatically to  
diameter of wire to allow quick and accurate stripping. Stripping blades are made from  
hardened steel. 
Overall length: 125mm.

CS27 
For stripping of all common round cables of 4 - 28mm. Wire stripper adjusts automatically to  
diameter of wire to allow quick and accurate stripping. Stripping blades are made from  
hardened steel. 
Overall length: 130mm.

CS28  
Complete with hook knife for splitting flat and ribbon cables along its length. 
Overall length: 170mm.

 Product Capacity Weight Order Code Price/1
 Number (mm2) each KEN-516 THB
 CS16 4.0 - 16.0  -7900K 903.00
 CS27 8.0 - 27.0  -7910K 935.00
 CS28 4.0 - 28.0  -7920K 966.00
 Spare blade suit  
 CS16, CS27 & CS28 125g -7950K 208.00

 Capacity Order Code Price/1
 (mm2) KEN-516 THB
 8.0 - 13.0 -8340K 3129.00

No.500 Cable Stripper/ 
Screwdriver/Volt Tester

The newly developed Multi-Stripper PLUS, screwdriver, voltage tester, stripper for conductors, round and coaxial cables and cutter in  
only one tool. 
Screwdriver: two double ended bits:  
No.1PZ and 8855; x 3.5 slotted No.2PZ and 8855: x 4.0 slotted bit storage inside ergonomic dual material handle. 
Voltage tester: 110 - 250V. 
Round cable stripper: capacity 8 - 13mm dia (eg NYM 3x 1.5mm - 5x 2.5mm). 
Built-in side cutter: for PVC-isolated round cables max. 9mm dia. 
Coax stripper: two or three-level stripping of all common coaxial cables of 4.8 - 7.5mm dia. 
Wire stripper: for all common stranded and solid conductors 0.5mm (20AWG) to 6.0mm (10AWG).
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